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This updated edition of the classic book Black Families at the Crossroads offers a comprehensive examination of the diverse and complex issues surrounding Black families. Leanor Boulin Johnson and Robert Staples combine more than sixty years of writing and research on Black families to offer insights into the pre-slavery development of the Black middle class, internal processes that affect all class strata among Black American families, the impact of race on modern Black immigrant families, the interaction of external forces and internal norms at each stage of the Black family life cycle, and public policies that provide challenges and promising prospects for the continuing resilience of the Black family as an American institution. This thoroughly revised edition features new research, including empirical studies and theoretical applications and a review of significant social policies and economic changes in the past decade and their impact on Black families.
Praise for the First Edition     

"Those who work with Black families will find the book a helpful resource, and thoughtful lay people will find that the text augments what they have long suspected. Irrespective of experience levels, all readers will more fully appreciate the fact that the Black family is far from a monolithic, deficient, or amoral institution."
     –Family Relations     

"Authors Robert Staples and Leanor Boulin Johnson describe how external forces, such as economics, racism, culture, and politics, shape the dynamics of the modern Black family."
     –Ebony     

"This work makes a significant contribution to the field."
     –Journal of Marriage and the Family     

       About the Author
   Leanor Boulin Johnson is professor of African American studies and family studies at Arizona State University.    

    Robert Staples is an emeritus faculty member of the University of California, San Francisco, and visiting fellow in the Centre for Australian Indigenous Studies at Monash University, Melbourne, Australia.       
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Elements of Adaptive Testing (Statistics for Social and Behavioral Sciences)Springer, 2010

	The arrival of the computer in educational and psychological testing has led to the current popularity of adaptive testing---a testing format in which the computer uses statistical information about the test items to automatically adapt their selection to a real-time update of the test taker’s ability estimate. This book covers such key...
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Advanced BlackBerry DevelopmentApress, 2009
BlackBerry devices and applications are selling by the millions. As a BlackBerry developer, you need an advanced skill set to successfully exploit the most compelling features of the platform. This book will help you develop that skill set and teach you how to create the most sophisticated BlackBerry programs possible.

With Advanced...
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Forms that Work: Designing Web Forms for Usability (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
"The humble form: it may seem boring, but most of your website's value passes through forms. Follow Jarrett & Gaffney's guidelines, and you'll probably double your online profits." - Jakob Nielsen, Principal, Nielsen Norman Group

"This book isn't just about colons and choosing the right widgets. It's about the whole...
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Director in a Nutshell (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1999
Macromedia Director 6 is the premier authoring tool for delivering  interactive content on both the Internet and the desktop. It is the  dominant multimedia package for Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, and the  Macintosh. A quarter million developers use Director(R) to incorporate  animation and audio into dynamic Web pages, and to create engaging...
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The Definitive Guide to HR Communication: Engaging Employees in Benefits, Pay, and PerformanceFT Press, 2011

	Two experienced HR communications consultants show how to dramatically improve the effectiveness of every HR message. HR professionals know their programs are pivotal to organizational success, but they also know how difficult it is to communicate those programs effectively. Hampered by legal restrictions, highly complex...
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Learn Google (Wordware's Internet Library)Wordware Publishing, 2003
Many people today use the Internet to send and receive e-mail,
shop, pay bills, search for lost relatives and ancestors, chat with
kindred spirits in obscure chat rooms, play games, view movies, listen
to music, find partners, search for jobs, search for employees,
research medical issues, find inexpensive hotels and vacation...
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